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Discover how to draw lots of things by following the simple step-by-steps in this delightful book,

which has space for you to draw in. From rockets to robots... monkeys to monsters... there's so

much to inspire.
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Discover how to draw lots of things by following the simple step-by-steps in this delightful book,

which has space for you to draw in. From rockets to robotsÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚Â¦ monkeys to monsters...

thereÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s so much to inspire.

I bought this as a gift for my 5-year-old nephew but as soon as it came I was tempted to keep it for

my own children, ha! This is a nice, thick book with quality card stock pages. There are TONS of

different tutorials that will appeal to any kid, girl or boy, Here is a list of included "how to draw"

pages: dog, car, rabbit, cat, trees, flowers, mouse, fish, city, house, horse, bird, owl, knight, castle,

princess, dragon, bat, bugs, robot, mad scientist, monster, penguin, racetrack driver, racetrack car,

lion, tiger, elephant, crocodile, monkey, ship, pirate, shark, octopus, panda, bear, alien, rocket,

astronaut, spider, lizard, frog and snake. On some pages there are even additional tips or deviations

(i.e. if you would prefer your bear to stand on back legs instead of on all four draw it this way

instead). There is also a page in the back on how to draw faces (happy, angry, sad, asleep, etc) that

goes beyond expressions but also to hair and accessories (long, short, shaved, pigtails, glasses,



eyebrows, hats, etc). There is also a page on how to draw animal heads (koala, seal, puppy,

chicken, pig, giraffe, etc). PLUS, there is a page on how to add a scene (adding animals, trees,

flowers, etc to the rest of your page to create a whole picture!). I am beyond impressed with this

book and I think it would be a great addition to any home. I don't doubt my nephew will love it the

only worry I have is that his older brothers (age 7) will also want to use it. This is a book that would

probably appeal to 4 year olds all the way on up to 10 or 11 year olds. Great buy for a child!

My 4 year old son loves this book. His drawing has improved a lot with this book. It is very easy to

follow, and I was amazed to see what my son was capable of drawing by following the instructions. I

am terrible at drawing myself, and I am happy with this book that allows me to draw decent pictures

to my son when he asks me so :)

My 5 YO boy has not been much into drawing for some time because he is at the age where he

wants his drawing to "look like" what he is making. I gave him this book, thinking I'd have to help

him with it. However, he immediately "got it" and started drawing the various pictures and variations.

He doesn't even do it step-by-step. Instead, he looks at the step-by-step example and draws his

complete. This is good for teaching to recognize simple shapes in overall objects and how to

combine them in a practical manner. His other free drawings are now more complex and realistic as

well. I want to start him on the "Drawing with Children" book (course), but I haven't had the time. I

think this is a great introduction.

I LOVE this book. My 6 year old is so happy to be able to crate so many different images on his

own, now.

Gave this to my 6 year old niece for her birthday and her little eyes lit up! A few months later, we

were doing some arts and crafts together and she was incorporating what she learned from the

book in her drawings. Would suggest to others with little aspiring artists in their family!

My 6 year old grandson really liked this book. Since the illustrations build on each other, he was

turning out a good likeness right away.

LOVE this book! My 7 year old absolutely loves it. We also have the drawing people book of this

series. Love the steps, the variety of drawings, and the practice space provided.



Amazing book. Good quality! Love how easy the directions are!
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